BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

CURRICULUM
MANAGEMENT

How to optimize your
encounter logs for a better
student experience

ENCOUNTER LOGS

Being compliant with the AAMC’s ED-2

20 procedures that are logged more than any

standard requires a lot of decisions: which

others. See below for tips on how to do this.

SCHEDULES

EVALUATIONS
CLERKSHIP
LOTTERIES

patient types and procedures should a

GRADES

student see before graduating? How many
ACCREDITATION
REPORTS

of each type are relevant? At what level of
competence? When and how should we review
the encounters?

Note: In this guide, we
use the term “log” to
represent the form that
students fill in to record
a procedure or patient
encounter. We use the term
“procedure” to refer to any
patient encounter type or
procedure type recorded on
the log form.

Make these 10 to 20 procedures easy to find for
students. If you use an Excel or paper log, you
can put these items at the top of the procedure
list and highlight them somehow. If you use
an electronic system, see if you can pull these

One question is often overlooked: how can

procedures out of the global list. Put them in

the experience of filling in a log be optimized

an area where students will see them without

for students? In this guide we will share some

having to search. By doing this, you’ll save

findings based on an examination of thousands

students a click and search 90% of the time, and

of completed student and resident logs and

get students in and out faster.

provide some tips for improving the structure of
your logs based on these findings.

Once you’ve put the main procedures up front,
the rest of your procedure list can be hidden

Procedure Distribution Follows
the 80/20 Rule To An Extreme

away behind a search tool or de-emphasized.

In preparing this guide, we looked at 5000

up their log. Any more and you’ll increase the

procedures recorded across 40 log forms. For

time it takes for them to fill in their logs.

almost every form, 90% or more of the entries

Ideally, you want the student to see only the 10
to 20 most common procedures when they open

there are a small number of procedures that

Use The Excel COUNTIF() Tool
To Do An Analysis of Your
Procedure Distribution

students will see over and over again. Other

To get started with this process, grab 100 or

came from 20 procedures or less.
What this means for you is that for any log form

procedures will be seen infrequently.

so completed log forms. List all 100 of the

Put the Most Common
Procedures Front & Center To
Save Students Time

procedures recorded in column A of an Excel

You can use these findings to improve the

procedure occurred. Use this as a starting point

student experience by doing your own analysis

for optimizing your logs. Good luck!

sheet. Put the full procedure list in Column B.
Then, use Excel’s COUNTIF() tool in Column C.
This will give you a count of how frequently each

of your student logs. If you do this with a
meaningful set of data, you’ll likely find 10 to
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